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X-linked hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasia (XLHED) is the most common form of the ectodermal dysplasias
characterised by an abnormal development of eccrine sweat glands, hair and teeth. The ED1 gene
responsible for the disorder undergoes extensive alternative splicing and to date few studies have concerned
the full length transcript. We screened 52 unrelated families or sporadic cases for mutation in the full coding
sequence of this gene. SSCA analysis or direct sequencing allowed identification of mutations in 34 families:
one initiation defect, twenty-two missenses, two nonsense, eight insertions or deletions, and a large deletion
encompassing all the ED1 gene. Fourteen of these mutations have not been previously described, including
five missenses. One third of identified mutations were localised in codons 155 and 156, affecting CpG
dinucleotides and nine of them correspond to the R156H missense. Hypothesis of a founder effect has been
ruled out by haplotype analysis of flanking microsatellites. These recurrent mutations indicate the functional
importance of the positively charged domain of the protein. Including our data, there are now 56 different
mutations reported in 85 independent patients, that we have tabulated. Review of clinical features in the
present series of affected males and female carriers showed no obvious correlation between the type of
mutations, the phenotype and its severity. The X-chromosome pattern of inactivation in leucocytes showed
little correlation with expressivity of the disease in female carriers. Finally this study is useful for functional
studies of the protein and to define a diagnostic strategy for mutation screening of the ED1 gene. European
Journal of Human Genetics (2001) 9, 355 ± 363.
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Introduction
Hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasia (HED) is found world-

wide with an estimated incidence of 1 per 100 000 births. The

X-linked hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasia (XLHED : MIM

305100) is the most common form of the HED characterised

by an abnormal development of eccrine sweat glands, hair,

and teeth. Affected males present most or all of the typical

features of HED.1,2 Heterozygous carriers of XLHED may

show minor to moderate degrees of these typical features.

About 30% do not present obvious clinical manifestations,

rendering accurate diagnosis of carrier status in females

difficult.3 ± 5

The gene (ED1) for XLHED, maps to Xq12-q136 ± 9 and has

been identified.3,10,11 So mutation analysis enables diagnosis

in sporadic cases and carrier detection in female relatives

avoiding the difficulties of genetic counselling due to the
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rarer, autosomal form of the disorder (AHED), which is

clinically indistinguishable from XLHED, in affected

males.1,3,5,12,13

The ED1 gene undergoes extensive alternative splicing.

This generates several transcripts: the initially described

shortest EDA-O form (two exons encoding a 135 aminoacid

protein, mutated in 5 ± 10% of XLHED patients), the longest

EDA-A form (nine exons, 391 aminoacids) and five others

forms.10,11,14 All the transcripts share exon 1 which encodes a

short intracellular domain, a single transmembrane domain

and an extracellular domain of 66 aminoacids. In addition,

the longest 391 aminoacid EDA-A form, includes a positively

charged domain (arginine and lysine rich), a 19 repeats Gly-

X-Y collagenous domain, a TNF-like domain and a cysteine-

rich C-terminal domain.3,11,14

Structure prediction indicates that the ED1 polypeptide,

named Ectodysplasin, which is a new member in the TNF-

related ligand family, belongs to the class II transmembrane

proteins and forms trimers.11,14,15 The collagenous, TNF-like

and cysteine-rich domains are needed for trimer formation,

contact and stability. In addition the TNF-like and cysteine-

rich domains are involved in proper processing of the

protein.14

Mutations in the ED1 gene have been previouly reported

for 51 families.3,5,10,11,16 In order to better assess the

mutation spectrum, we performed mutation screening in

52 unrelated families or sporadic XLHED cases. Mutations

were found in 34 of them (65%) including 14 novel ones. A

review of clinical features in this series of affected males and

carrier females aimed to evaluate genotype/phenotype

correlations. Combined with previous mutation reports, this

study allowed us to define a diagnostic strategy for mutations

screening of the ED1 gene, in order to improve genetic

counselling.

Materials and methods
Patients

Thirty-four affected males and eight females carries from 42

unrelated families and 10 sporadic cases with presumed

XLHED, were screened for mutations of the ED1 gene after we

obtained their informed consent according to the french law.

Mutations screening

Genomic DNA was prepared from venous blood according to

standard protocols. The nine exons of the ED1 gene with

intronic flanking sequences were amplified by PCR using

previously published primers.10,11

Thermocycling was carried out as described by Bayes et al,11

except that the annealing temperature for exons 7 and 8 was

588C. For SSCA, denaturated PCR products were separated on

a non denaturing MDE gel (TEBU, FMC Bioproducts-Europe,

Denmark), run at 48C under two conditions: overnight at

3 W and 4 ± 5 h at 12 W (constant power) and then visualised

by silver staining.17 For sequencing, PCR fragments were

subsequently purified with QIAquick Gel Extraction (QIA-

GEN SA, France) and sequenced using the Perkin-Elmer dye-

terminator cycle sequencing kit (PE Biosystem, UK). Reac-

tions were analysed in an ABI373Strecht sequencer (PE

Biosystem, UK) and sequence analysis was carried out using

Mac Vector programs (version 6.5, Oxford Molecular Genetic,

UK).

Whenever possible, some mutations were screened by

restriction enzyme digestion of PCR-amplified exon DNAs,

using specific enzymes as the R156H and the R244X

mutations abolish respectively a Fnu4HI and a XhoI restric-

tion site.

In order to detect deletions of ED1 gene in patient with

XLHED, a single multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

was designed. PCR were performed with a set of primer pairs

for exons 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of ED1 gene. An internal control

consisted in simultaneous amplification of the STR from the

human androgen receptor gene. Cycling conditions were

25 ml volume in 16PCR buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM

dNTPs, 0.2 mM of each primer, 0.5 unit Goldstar Taq DNA

Polymerase (Eurogentec, SA France) and 200 ng genomic

DNA. Samples were submitted to 38 cycles of denaturation at

948C for 30'', annealing at 598C for 1' and extension at 728C
for 2'. PCR products were separated in composite 1.5%

Nusieve +1% Agarose gels.

Microsatellite genotyping

Polymorphic markers DXS1689, DXS1690 and DXS339

closely flanking the ED1 gene8,12 and two intragenic

polymorphisms (IVS4+27T4A and IVS5+8delCC) were used

in order to define haplotypes in patients from different

extraction bearing identical mutations.

Pattern of X inactivation

X inactivation patterns were analysed as described18 from 20

mutated carrier females, to compare the ratio of inactivation

of the chromosome bearing the mutation in peripheral blood

DNA. PhosphorImager 445SI scanning instrument (Molecu-

lar dynamic) was used to detect and quantify radioactivity for

each X chromosome.

Results
Mutational spectrum

Screening of the entire coding sequence of the ED1 gene by

SSCA and direct sequencing was performed in the 52

independent patients allowing identification of 34 mutated

alleles, including 22 distinct mutations (Figure 1). Fourteen

of these are novel mutations (indicated in bold in Tables 1

and 2).

The majority (22/34) of detected mutations were missense

changes. Eleven mutations predict an absent or truncated

protein (seven frameshifts, including an exon 3 deletion, two

nonsense mutations, one translation initiation mutation,

and the first reported complete deletion of the ED1 gene).
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Mutations are distributed in all but exon 4 (and exon 2 that is

present only in the shortest transcript). The novel missense

mutations were not found on at least 80 normal chromo-

somes. One (C60R) affects the transmembrane domain while

the four others (H252Y, G269V, F302S, T378M) map to the

TNF-like domain (Figure 1). Three of them affect residues

conserved in FAS ligand (H252, F302, T378).14 Notably, the

histidine 252 residue is perfectly conserved in the TNF family

members, and participates in the protomer's hydrophobic

core required for trimer contacts.19 All of these missense

mutations are chemically nonconservative, and affect

residues that are conserved in the homologous murine Ta

protein. In patient GT88/6327 the multiplex PCR suggested

the presence of a large deletion encompassing all of the ED1

gene and the flanking markers DXS1689 and DXS 1690,

indicating that the deletion is at least 2.6 Mb long.11,20

We observed a splice site variant in the donor site of exon 8

(1166+6T4C in family DK48/900). Although this variant was

not found in more than 120 normal X-chromosomes, it is of

uncertain pathogenic significance as the transcript analysis

could not be performed. Though similar base changes at the

same position have been observed to cause exon skipping or

use of an alternative splice site in other monogenic

diseases,21 we think that it is more likely to be a rare non-

pathogenic variant because the score of the mutated splice

signal is very similar (86 vs 84, scoring program in http://

l25.itba.mi.cnr.it/genebin/wwwspliceview) to that of the

wild donor splice site of exon 8.

Few mutations were recurrent. While R156H was found

nine times, mutations R155C, R244X, T378M were found

twice each in patients from distinct families. Haplotype

analysis demonstrated that these mutations arose indepen-

dently in each family (data not shown). In addition the most

recurrent mutation R156H occurred in a diseased boy, a

symptomatic girl and in a carrier mother, as new events

(patient EG59/3073, 629/1406 and CP53/1020 respectively).

The mutations R155C, R156C and R156H in exon 3, which

affect CpG sites, have been previously reported in four

families (Table 1) and represent one third of mutations in our

study.

In most cases (29/34) a familial study was possible allowing

to trace the inheritance of the mutation. A de novo mutation

was found in six families. Three times it appeared as a direct

transmission from a non-carrier mother to an affected son. In

the three remaining cases the mutation appeared de novo in

carrier mothers. It originated once from a grand paternal

Figure 1 Distribution of mutations in the ED1 gene from the present study. Single nucleotide changes are represented above, and
insertion/deletions below a schematic representation of the coding region that represents the various protein domains and the exons.
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Table 1 Nucleotide substitution in ED1 mutations spectrum

No. Patients In/Ex Nucleotide change Predicted result References

Initiation site Subtotal: 1
1 DT99/2564 1 243 A>C M1L Loss of initiation site Biancalana, this report

Missense mutations Subtotal: 45
2 Patient V: 4 1 402 C>T H54Y Hertz et al25

3 Patient II: 1 1 406 T4G L55R Martinez et al29

4 AE7/876 1 420 T4C C60R Biancalana, this report
5 ED19 1 423 T4C Y61H Kere et al10

6 ED1129 1 429 G4A E63K Ferguson et al5

7 ED73 1 448 G4T R69L Kere et al10

ED1113 1 448 G4T R69L Kere et al10

DA68/416 1 448 G4T R69L Biancalana, this report
8 ED1081 3 705 C4T R155C Monreal et al3

584/789 3 705 C4T R155C Vincent, this report
GK60/5702 3 705 C4T R155C Vincent, this report

9 ED1095 3 708 C4T R156C Monreal et al3

EDA4 3 708 C4T R156C Bayes et al11

AT80/414 3 708 C4T R156C Vincent, this report
10 ED1039 3 709 G4A R156H Monreal et al3

CP53/1020 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report
CZ57/1560 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report
DM81/415 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report
FA87/4242 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report
FA94/4244 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report
FR34/4558 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report
EG59/3073 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report
BW72/698 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report
629/1406 3 709 G4A R156H Vincent, this report

11 ED1011 5 868 C4T P209L Monreal et al3

12 ED1019 5 913 G4C G224A Monreal et al3

13 CU78/1250 7 996 C4T H252Y Vincent, this report
14 ED1198 7 997 A4T H252L Monreal et al3

15 DC98/1829 8 1048 G4T G269V Vincent, this report
16 EDA6 8 1113 G4A G291R Bayes et al11

DW87/2718 8 1113 G4A G291R Vincent, this report
17 EDA5 8 1113 G4T G291W Bayes et al11

18 EDA7 8 1135 G4C D298H Bayes et al11

19 ED1007 8 1137 G4A G299S Monreal et al3

ED1002 8 1137 G4A G299S Monreal et al3

EDA14 8 1137 G4A G299S Bayes et al11

DI40/2026 8 1137 G4A G299S Vincent, this report
20 AA63/122 8 1147 T4C F302S Vincent, this report
21 ED1021 9 1287 G4A A349T Monreal et al3

ED1126 9 1287 G4A A349T Monreal et al3

FY51/4921 9 1287 G4A A349T Vincent this report
22 ED1073 9 1309 C4A A356D Monreal et al3

23 ED1022 9 1312 G4C R357P Monreal et al3

24 DR99/2426 9 1375 C4T T378M Vincent, this report
GT42/6258 9 1375 C4T T378M Vincent, this report

Nonsense mutations Subtotal: 6
25 ED1180 1 366 C4T Q23X Truncated protein Ferguson et al5

26 Only patient in publication 1 425 C4G Y61X Truncated protein Yotsumoto et al16

27 ED1013 1 636 C4T Q132X Truncated protein Kere et al10

28 FA3/4185 6 972 C4T R244X Truncated protein Vincent, this report
DS75/2386 6 972 C4T R244X Truncated protein Vincent, this report

29 ED1001 9 1203 G4T E321X Truncated protein Monreal et al3

Splice site mutations Subtotal: 2
30 EDA11 5 948-2 IVS5-2A G Inactivates acceptor site Bayes et al11

V DK48/900 8 1166+6 IVS8+6T C Uncertain pathologic significance Vincent, this report

V: variant
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sperm mutation but could not be traced in the two other

cases.

Genotype/phenotype correlation

All affected males in our study had the classic XLHED

phenotype. Besides the main signs, the patients displayed

other features with varying degree. Review of clinical features

showed no obvious phenotype/genotype correlation. We

noticed an inter familial difference in expressivity in

individuals bearing the same mutation (ie R156H) as well as

intra familial variability in affected brothers. The nature of

mutation did not appear to predict the severity of the disease.

Notably, the large deletion encountered in patient GT88/

6327 did not induce distinctive or more severe clinical

manifestations, when compared with the ones associated to

missense mutations (Table 3).

It is interesting to note that the two brothers with the

initiation codon mutation (ATG to CTG) show a somewhat

milder phenotype (with respect to sweat glands and hair

development) than most other affected males in our series. As

it has been reported that some translation can be initiated

(albeit inefficiently in most cases) from a CTG codon,22,23

this suggests that residual synthesis of ectodysplasin occurred

in these two patients.

Dental abnormalities (18/26), and mild hypotrichosis (14/

24) were the most common signs encountered in female

carriers in our study. Mild hypohidrosis (7/26) was less

frequently present. This is in contrast with the frequent and

severe sweat gland dysfunction in affected males. However

heterozygous females may manifest patchiness of body

sweating and other features, in addition to dental and scalp

hair anomalies (Table 3). We examined the X inactivation

pattern in leucocytes from 20 female carriers, including 17

with documented clinical record. A low (22 ± 34%) inactiva-

tion of the normal X chromosome was noticed in the four

female carriers with minimal clinical expression of XLHED

(Figure 2). Inactivation of the mutation-bearing X chromo-

some, as observed in white blood cells, did not however

reflect the severity of the disease in female carriers with

characteristic features of XLHED (Figure 2).

Table 2 Deletions/insertions ED1 mutations spectrum

No. Patients In/Ex Nucleotide change Predicted result References

Small deletions/insertions Subtotal: 23
31 Only one patient Prom. 7452InsA Possible mispaired transcription Kobielak et al24

32 ED1166 1 287InsC FS at 16 Ferguson et al5

33 EDA13 1 302-310DupGGGAGCGA FS at 21, Term. after 38 res Bayes et al11

34 GE42/5350 1 307DelG FS at 22, Term. after 34 res Vincent, this report
35 ED12 1 363insC FS at 41 Ferguson et al5

36 ED-D14 1 427DelT FS at 62, Term. after 28 res Ferguson et al5

37 ED1108 1 494DelT FS at 85, Term. after 6 res Ferguson et al5

ED1024 1 494DelT FS at 85, Term. after 6 res Kere et al10

ED52 1 494DelT FS at 85, Term. after 6 res Kere et al10

38 ED46 1 594-595delCC/593A4G FS at 118 Ferguson et al5

39 DW42/2675 5 771-772delAA/770A4G FS at 177 Vincent, this report
40 EDA15 5 789/795Del 36pb Del in Frame Bayes et al11

41 ED1050 5 794/829Del 36pb Del in Frame Monreal et al3

ED1204 5 794/829Del 36pb Del in Frame Monreal et al3

GD62/5270 5 794/829Del 36pb Del in Frame Vincent, this report
42 EDA10 5 801/814Del 18pb Del in Frame Bayes et al11

43 ED1018 5 803/830Del 28pb FS at 198, Term 280 Monreal et al3

44 DR73/2477 5 831-841Ins 10pb FS at 197, Term. after 62 res Vincent, this report
45 EDA3 5 836-841InsC Ins. Term after 38 res Bayes et al3

46 BI22/872 5 856-875Ins 19pb FS at 205, Term. after 39 res Vincent, this report
47 EDA2 5 891/901Del 18pb Del in Frame Bayes et al5

48 ED1097 5 904/938Del 35pb FS at 234, Term 240 Monreal et al3

49 463/1340 5 904-939Del 35pb FS at 221, Term. after 4 res Vincent, this report
50 BS65/623 9 1311DelC FS at 357, Term. after 17 res Vincent, this report

Gross deletions Subtotal: 8
51 ED1015 1 Del Ex1 Term. uncertain Kere et al10

52 ED1003 1-2 Del Ex1+2+3 Term. uncertain Kere et al10

53 EDA9 3 Del Ex3 Term. after 111 res Bayes et al11

GR8/6152 3 Del Ex3 Term. after 111 res Vincent, this report
54 ED1005 2-3 Del Ex2+3+4 Term. uncertain Kere et al10

ED1008 2-3 Del Ex2+3+4 Term. uncertain Kere et al10

55 ED25 3 Del Ex3+4 Term. uncertain Kere et al10

56 GT88/6327 1-9 Del ED1 gene No protein Vincent, this report

FS: frameshift, Term: premature termination, Res: residues.
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Table 3 Review of clinical findings in our study

Subject Mutations Clinical Features
Adn/family Sex ID 1/E NI% Abn Dev sweat Abn Dev hair Abn Dev teeth Skin Facies Infections Other

Truncating mutations
DT99/2564 M M1L 1 +++ +++ +++ +++ ± +
DU2/2564 M M1L 1 +++ +++ ++++ +++ ± + Ke+Af
BI22/872 M Ins19pb 5 ++++ +++++ ± ++ + ++ Otitis
DR73/2477 M Ins10pb 5 ++++++ ++++ +++ +++ ± ±
463/1340 M Del35pb 5 ++++ ++++ +++ +++ +++ ±
GD62/5270 M Del36pb 5 +++ ++++ +++ + ++ ±
BS65/623 M 1311delC 9 +++++++ +++ +++++ +++ ± ±
GT88/6327 M del 9 ++++++ ++++ +++++ ++ ++ ± As

Missense mutations
AE7/139 M C60R 1 +++ +++ +++ ± + ±
584/789 M R155C 3 +++++++ +++ +++ + + ±
GK60/5702 M R155C 3 +++++++ +++ +++++ +++ ++ ±
AT80/414 M R156C 3 +++++ +++ +++ +++ + ±
CP53/1020 M R156H 3 +++++ +++++ +++ +++ +++ ± Icthyosis
CZ57/1560 M R156H 3 +++++ +++++ +++ ++ + ++ As
DM81/415 M R156H 3 +++++ +++ ++++ + + ±
FA87/4242 M R156H 3 +++++++ +++ +++ + + ± FPb
FA94/4244 M R156H 3 +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ +
FR34/4558 M R156H 3 ++++++ +++ +++ ++ ++ ±
EG59/3073 M R156H 3 ++++ +++++ +++ +++ ++ ±
CU78/1250 M H252Y 7 ++++ ++++ ++++ +++ + +
AA63/122 M F302S 8 +++++ ++++ +++ + ++ ± MR
AA69/122 M F302S 8 +++++ ++++ +++++ + ++ ± MR
DR99/2426 M T378M 9 ++++++ +++++ +++ + + +
GT42/6258 M T378M 9 ++++++ ++++ +++ ND +++ ND

DU1/2564 F M1L 1 ND + ++++ +++ +++
298/789 F R155C 3 31 ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
GK49/5702 F R155C 3 ND ± ± +++ + ± ± As
GK50/5702 F R155C 3 62 ± ± +++ ± ± ++
AT79/414 F R156C 3 37 ± ++++ +++ ± ± ±
AT82/414 F R156C 3 53 ± ± +++ ± ± ±
DI45/414 F R156C 3 45 ± ± +++ ± ± ±
CP52/1020 F R156H 3 ND +++ +++ +++ + ++ ±
CP51/1020 F R156H 3 46 ± +++ ± ± + ±
CZ59/1560 F R156H 3 73 ± +++ +++ + ± ±
DM82/415 F R156H 3 ND ± ± +++ ± ± ±
DM80/415 F R156H 3 45 ++++ +++ +++ ± ± ±
FA85/4242 F R156H 3 22 ± ± ± + ± ±
FN30/4244 F R156H 3 28 ± ± ± ± + ± ±
FN29/4244 F R156H 3 NI ± ± ± ± ± ± ±
629/1406 F R156H 3 ND +++ +++ +++ ± + ±
GD61/5270 F Del36pb 5 35 +++ +++ +++ + ± ± MA
FA2/4185 F R244X 6 ND ± +++ +++ ± + ± MA
DS75/2386 F R244X 6 52 ± +++ +++ + ± ± MA+FPb
DO79/2386 F R244X 6 74 +++++ ± +++ ± ± ± As
CU81/1250 F H252Y 7 34 ± ± ± +++ ± +
CU77/1250 F H252Y 7 73 +++ ++++ +++ ± ± ±
AA65/122 F F302S 8 34 ± +++ +++ + ± ±
AA50/122 F F302S 8 ND ± +++ +++ + ± ±
AA52/122 F F302S 8 ND ± +++ +++ + ± ±
DC98/1829 F G269V 8 64 ND ND +++ ND ND ND ND
DS3/2426 F T378M 9 ND ++++++ +++ ± ± ± ++

Abn: abnormal, Dev: development, As: asthma, Ke: keratitis, AF: allergy field, MA: mammary agenesia, FPb, feeding problem, MR: mental
retardatation
ND=not determined (information or sample not available), NI=not informative.
Anhidrosis with heat intolerance and pyrexia episodic=+++++++, anhidrosis with pyrexia episodic or heat intolerance=++++++,
anhidrosis=+++++, hypohidrosis with heat intolerance and pyrexia episodic=+++++, hypohidrosis with pyrexia episodic or heat
intolerance=++++, hypohidrosis=+++, heat intolerance=+; hypotrichosis=+++, hypotrichosis (scalp hair and eyebrow)=++++, hypotrichosis
and no pilosity=+++++; anodontia=+++++, anodontia and hypodontia=++++, hypodontia=+++; dry skin and atopic ezcema=+++, atopic
ezcema=++, dry skin=+; facial dysmorphic=one+per characteristic sign; susceptibility for infection=+, recurrent infections=++.
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Discussion
Mutations spectrum and diagnostic implications

This is hitherto the most important series of ED1 mutations

reported. We screened 52 unrelated families or sporadic cases,

over all the coding sequence of the ED1 gene and we report

14 novel mutations. In families including several generations

with affected subjects, we identified mutations in ED1 gene

in 29/38 (76%) cases. No mutation was found in the four

families with two affected sibs in one generation. In addition

only 5/10 sporadic cases bore a mutated ED1 allele. This

suggests that some cases may have an autosomal form such as

the one generated by the DL gene anomalies.13

The 76% detection rate is slightly lower than expected

considering previously reported detection rates in the two

previous studies that analysed all exons (29 mutations in 33

families).6,11 A mutation remained undetected in several

familial cases. As we focused our study on protein coding

exonic regions and their flanking sequences, this suggests

that mutations occur in non coding regions. To date only one

such putative mutation was reported, in the promoter

region.24 Missing mutations might lie in introns (notably in

the 300 kb large intron that separates exon 1 from exon 3) or

may correspond to gene rearrangements (inversions or

duplications) that would not be detected by our approach.

Our findings, together with the published data (see Human

Gene Mutation Database: www.uwcm.ac.uk) document ED1

mutations in 85 independent index cases (Tables 1 and 2).

They correspond to 48 different point mutations (including

small deletions or insertions), and eight larger deletions,

including the complete gene deletion reported here. It is thus

now possible to derive general conclusions regarding the type

and location of mutations. The extensive mutation hetero-

geneity is expected for a severe X-linked disease that affects

reproductive fitness (in this case, either by childhood

lethality due to hyperthermia, aesthetic prejudice, or as a

result of genetic counselling). Sixty-eight per cent of the 77

point mutations were found in exons 1, 3 and 5. However the

frequency of mutations in exon 1 (21/77) is probably biased

upwards by the initial studies that only analysed this

exon,5,10 and mutations in this exon appear to account for

about 5 ± 10% of patients (four of the 34 identified mutations

in our series and in5,10). Thus, this exon shows lower density

of mutations than expected from its size (one third of the

coding sequence), and from its richness in CpG dinucleotides

(61% of the coding sequence's CpGs ).

A striking hot spot of mutations is constituted by the CpG

rich sequence in exon 3, at arginine codons 155 and 156

(CGC CGC), as 16 families carry one of the three missense

Figure 2 X inactivation pattern in XHLED female carriers. Carriers informative for the analysis of X interaction at the androgen receptor
locus were subdivided in three groups, according to the expression of the clinical features: I=no sign or no main sign; II=one of two main
sign (abnormal development of the sweat gland, or teeth or hair); III=at least three main signs (similar phenotype as the one described in
affected male). The per cent of normal X chromosome inactivation is indicated in ordinates.
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mutations (R155C, R156C or R156H), that also point out the

functional importance of these residues. The pattern is very

different in exon 5, as most of the mutations (11 of 15) are

deletions or insertions of 10 to 36 bp, six of them in frame.

These occur in the Gly-X-Y collagen like domain, and it is

likely that the repetitive nature of this region favours this

type of mutations, deriving from polymerase slippage. All 10

mutations detected in exon 8 are missense mutations

affecting the TNF-like domain. No mutations have been

observed up to now in exon 2 (that encodes only three

amino-acids of the short ectodysplasin isoform), and in the

very small (23 bp) exon 4. These data thus indicate that

exons 1, 3 and 5 should be tested first, followed by exons 8

and 9, for an efficient mutation screening.

Genotype-phenotype correlations

Mutation detection has already proven to be very useful for

genetic counselling, carrier detection and prenatal diagnosis

in XLHED families. However, there is no obvious correlation

between the type of mutation and the severity of the disease,

as also reported in previous studies.5,6 Inter- and intra-

familial variability of clinical expression in male patients was

noticed in our series as in a previous report.25

XLHED shows partial penetrance in female carriers12,26,27

and the probability to detect them by clinical examination

was estimated as being 60 ± 70%.28 This should be reappraised

with regard to the contribution of molecular analysis. Indeed

in our series, only two proven female carriers (8%)

demonstrated no clinical sign among the 26 examined

within the 34 families with an identified mutation.

The reduced penetrance in female carriers can be explained

by random X chromosome inactivation. As ectodysplasin is

most likely a cell autonomous protein, having an intracel-

lular domain, female carriers are mosaics of functionally

normal and abnormal cells, and clinical findings are likely to

depend on the percentage of abnormal cells in the progenitor

cells for sweat glands, hair and teeth. Although our study of X

inactivation was limited by the number of available and

informative (at the androgen receptor test locus) carriers, one

can conclude that there is little correlation between the

pattern of X inactivation observed in leucocytes and the

severity of clinical expression, in contrast with a suggestion

by Martinez et al.29 However, the four informative carriers

who showed no or minimal clinical signs, had the lowest

level of inactivation of the normal X chromosome, in

leucocytes. This suggests that general biased inactivation

(that might in some cases results from selection at another X

chromosome locus, or from polymorphism at a locus

controlling inactivation, such as Xist) may modulate

phenotypic expression in some carriers.
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